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Sites.Q: C# Property of type void[] While defining a property of type void[], is the
void[]'s default constructor called or not? My question arises from having read about
reflection in both C# books. It seems to me that in a simple instance of a class with a
property of type void[] the constructor will always be called. However, I am not sure how
to find out if this is true. A: The default constructor is called when you declare the
property without an initializer, like so: private void[] SomeProperty { get; set; } You
have to initialise it in your setter (or initialise it in the constructor). Kedar, 23, didn't take
any ball contact and played just two snaps. His biggest play of the evening came on a 4th
and 2 conversion attempt in the red zone with just :05 left in the game. Kedar, who
played in just three games as a rookie, spent the second half on the sideline after being
carted off the field and took an MRI exam, according to Aaron Wilson of the Baltimore
Sun. "I couldn't really tell you," he said. "It was just little stuff. I just fell back on the
ground and I couldn't really feel my foot. When I woke up, they told me I just had to
rest, so I took a little nap. I'm going to be sore tomorrow." Not much is known on the
nature of the injury, but the timing certainly makes it a concern. The Ravens now have
no quarterbacks on their 53-man roster, so Kedar will need to wait until the team adds
another signal-caller before seeing game action again. In the meantime, rookie free agent
signee David Njoku will get the opportunity to at least get some work in.Q: Number of
seconds between two date times to set action on a timer I am creating a program to
record the time a user presses the start button on a software application. This will be used
to compare the time they started the application to the time when the application shuts
down. The programming is in a VS2010 WinForms project and uses Visual Studio 2010
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